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It has long been anticipated that the ultimate in miniature circuitry will be crafted of single
atoms. Despite many advances made in scanned probe microscopy studies of molecules and
atoms on surfaces, challenges with patterning and limited thermal stability have remained.
Here we make progress toward those challenges and demonstrate rudimentary circuit
elements through the patterning of dangling bonds on a hydrogen-terminated silicon
surface. Dangling bonds sequester electrons both spatially and energetically in the bulk
band gap, circumventing short-circuiting by the substrate. We deploy paired dangling
bonds occupied by one moveable electron to form a binary electronic building block.
Inspired by earlier quantum dot-based approaches, binary information is encoded in the
electron position allowing demonstration of a “binary wire” and an OR gate.
The prospect of atom scale computing was initially indicated by “molecular cascades”
where sequentially toppling molecules were arranged in precise configurations to achieve binary
logic functions 1. Many notable approaches toward molecular electronics
8,9

2–7

, atomic electronics

, and quantum-dot-based electronics 10–15 have also been explored.
The quantum dot based approaches

power yet fast basis

21

16–20

are particularly attractive, as they provide a low

to go beyond today’s CMOS technology 22. These approaches, however,

require cryogenic temperatures to minimize the population of thermally-excited states and achieve
the desired functionality. Variability among quantum dots and sensitivity to uncontrolled fields are
1

known to pose additional challenges

23

. The prospect to partially circumvent these issues was

reported in studies of silicon dangling bonds (DBs), i.e., unsatisfied bonds, on the otherwise
hydrogen-terminated silicon surface (H-Si) 15.
Silicon DBs behave like quantum dots because they are zero-dimensional and exhibit three
distinct charge states (positive, neutral, and negative) depending on their electron occupation (zero,
one, or two electrons, respectively)

24,25

. Consequently, DBs have two charge transition levels,

namely the neutral to negative (0/-) and positive to neutral (+/0) transitions. Crucially, because
these DB energy levels lie within the bulk bandgap they are electronically isolated from the bulk
25,26

. Silicon DBs approach the ultimate small size (single atom) for a quantum dot and therefore

exhibit larger energy level spacing, relaxing temperature requirements compared to larger
conventional quantum dots 13. It has additionally been established that H atoms and DBs on the
silicon surface are stable against diffusion even at 200 ℃, corresponding to a diffusion barrier of
1.4 eV

15,27,28

. DBs can be patterned at precise lattice locations allowing their positions and

spacing’s to be exactingly defined 29. Because all dots are identically composed of only one atom,
inhomogeneities are limited to local environment variability, which in principle can be effectively
eliminated.
H-Si was first identified as an attractive candidate for nanoscale patterning by Lyding et
al.

30

. Only recently have capabilities reached the levels necessary to enable prototyping of

structures on this surface. DBs can now be deterministically placed or erased (controlled H atom
placement) using a scanned probe

29,31,32

. Recently, prospects for atom scale fabrication have

improved through the application of machine learning methods to automate some of the most
challenging aspects of scanned probe atom-scale imaging and fabrication 33.

2

Using these new methods, we demonstrate that two closely spaced DBs share a single
negative net charge, which can be controllably moved to either DB within the pair. Addition of a
nearby negative charge can sufficiently bias or “tip” the potential landscape of the DB pair so as
to deterministically place the shared charge to one side of the pair or the other, corresponding to a
well-defined binary zero or one. Thus, the pairs become the natural medium to encode binary
information by localization of charge, and to perform logic operations. The ability to create and
perfectly erase DBs is next used to fabricate and actuate rudimentary circuit elements. We employ
the single-electron charge sensitivity of non-contact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) to probe
the charge configuration and functionality of a fabricated “binary” wire and a logical OR gate.
The nc-AFM images and spectra in Fig. 1a-e characterize the neutral and negative charge
states of an isolated DB (corresponding scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) details in
Supporting Figure S1) 25. In frequency shift (Δf) images, recorded at constant height and selected
fixed biases (Fig. 1a-c), the background H-Si appear as bright protrusions arranged in the 2×1
surface reconstruction of Si(100) 34 and the DB appears as a variably-dark depression depending
on its charge state. The charge transition of the DB is observed as a step-like feature at -350 mV
in the blue Δf vs. bias voltage spectrum (Δf(V), Fig. 1d). Similar steps in Δf(V) spectra taken above
molecules and atoms are known to correspond to single-electron charge transitions

35–38

, as

changing the charge state of an entity underneath the tip changes the electrostatic force experienced
by the tip, registering as a shift in resonance frequency.
The DB’s Δf(V) spectrum can be explained qualitatively by considering its (0/-) charge
transition level relative to the position of the tip’s Fermi level, as the bias voltage is swept. Isolated
DBs on a highly n-type doped crystal, as studied here, are negatively charged at zero bias

39–41

.

When the tip’s Fermi level is energetically above the (0/-) charge transition level of the DB (Fig.

3

1f), the DB is doubly occupied and therefore negative (region I in Fig. 1d). At the step in the Δf(V)
curve, the tip’s Fermi level becomes resonant with the (0/-) charge transition level and the tip
extracts an electron from the DB. Because the the (0/-) charge transition level of the DB at this
bias voltage lies in the bandgap, the coupling to tip is stronger than to the bulk and there is no
efficient re-supply of electrons from the bulk to refill the DB. As a result, the DB is rendered
neutral (Fig. 1g). Consequently, the step in Δf(V) in Fig. 1d corresponds to the transition of the DB
between its negative (right of the step, I) and neutral (left of the step, II) charge states

25

. The

associated difference in Δf between the hydrogen atoms (teal curve in Fig. 1d) and the DB at the
marked fixed biases explains the contrast differences in the constant height nc-AFM scans of Fig.
1a-c. Profiles taken across the DBs in these images are displayed in Fig. 1e and highlight the
difference in Δf at the DB’s location. The magnitude of the attractive Δf shift indicates the charge
state of the DB: a negatively charged DB (green and black line, Fig. 1e) appears darker and more
attractive than a neutral one (orange line, Fig. 1e).
In Fig. 2, we build upon the established fundamental characteristics of an isolated DB to
demonstrate the step-by-step fabrication and characterization of a DB pair and the biasing of that
pair by a negative charge positioned nearby. We begin with an isolated DB (Fig. 2a-c). The
characterization of the isolated DB qualitatively resembles the observations presented in Fig. 1. In
order to show that a second DB is identical to the first, the first DB was erased (controllably capped
with an H atom, see Supporting Information-Creating and Erasing of DBs for details) thereby
allowing the second DB to be studied in isolation. In this way it is ensured that the properties
attributed to a DB pair were not due to a second DB of aberrant character. After erasure of the first
DB, the new DB was created two lattice sites away (teal marker), and the characterization was

4

repeated (Fig. 2 d-f). The Δf(V) spectra of both DBs in isolation (Fig. 2c and f) exhibit a charge
transition step at -135 mV, confirming that they are identical.
By recreating the left DB (blue marker, Fig. g,h) a pair is formed. The Δf(V) spectra (Fig.
2i) taken at each of the paired dots are identical. When compared with Δf(V) spectra obtained above
the isolated DBs (Fig. 2c and f), they exhibit a new step at 265 mV. The first step appears at the
same energy as that of the isolated DBs (-135 mV). These observations can be understood by
noting that below (more negative sample bias) -135 mV both DBs are neutral, between -135 mV
and 265 mV only one DB is negatively charged, and above 265 mV both are negatively charged
(see Supporting Information-Pair of two DBs for more details). Therefore, under the imaging
condition of Fig. 2h (0V), only one DB is negatively charged at a time, confirming the pair has
one net negative electron. The streaky appearance of the DBs observed in Fig. 2h indicates that
the charge switches its position within the pair, an effect detailed elsewhere 42.
Next, a third DB is added five lattice sites away from the teal DB (orange marker, Fig.
2j,k). The Δf image now reveals a clear contrast between DBs in the pair (blue and teal marker,
Fig. 2k). The Δf(V) spectra taken above the three DBs (Fig. 2l) confirm that the blue and orange
DBs are both negatively charged at 0 V where the Δf image was obtained, while the teal DB
remains neutral. As the negatively charged DB appears darker than a neutral one in the Δf image,
this demonstrates that the charge is biased to reside on the blue DB in the pair. We denote this
pair’s charge configuration a binary zero and refer to the orange DB as an electrostatic perturber.
By subsequently erasing the orange DB and adding a perturber on the left side (five lattice sites
away from the blue DB), we demonstrate that the opposite biased case can be achieved (Fig 2mo). Taken together, these observations show the binary character of the DB pair.

5

We note here that for both tipped cases, the charge transition of the negative DBs are shifted
to -50 mV from -135 mV for an isolated DB (marked by the dashed vertical line). This is due to
the two negative DBs being in close enough proximity to interact and mutually shift their charge
transition levels to a less negative value. The neutral DB exerts no effect on the negative DBs. In
contrast, the presence of two negatively charged DBs next to the neutral DB strongly shifts its
charge transition to 395 mV (Supporting Figure S2f,i).
The experiments in Fig. 2 can be explained with simple electrostatics and by assuming that
negative DBs act as point charges. The red lines in Fig. 2p-r depict the measured energies of the
DBs’ (0/-) charge transition levels for the isolated, paired, and biased cases, respectively, extracted
from the Δf(V) spectra of Fig. 2. The tip-induced band bending (see Supplementary InformationDetails on Tip-induced Band Bending) was calculated and factored in to obtain the corrected
DB(0/-) charge transition levels in the absence of the tip (solid blue lines, Fig. 2p-r). The (0/-)
charge transition level of the corrected isolated DB (Fig. 2p) is 0.23 eV below the Fermi level.
This is in agreement with (0/-) charge transition energies for Si(100)/SiO2 interface dangling bonds
(Pb0 centers)

43

where a value of 0.27土0.1 eV was reported. We note that ab initio calculations

report significantly lower values for the negative DB state than our obtained value 26,39,44–46.
Figure 2q highlights that closely spaced DB pairs share a single negative charge. As a result
of Coulomb repulsion only the (0/-) charge transition level of one of the DBs is below the Fermi
level and that of the other DB is lifted above the Fermi-level, rendering it neutral. Adding the
perturber DB (Fig. 2r) fixes the charge on one side. From the corrected DB(0/-) charge transition
levels we can extract the energy shift as a function of its separation from another negatively
charged DB (Fig. 2s). We fit the data with the screened Coulomb energy equation 47,
� � =
6

�

4��0 ��

� −�/��� ,

where e is the elementary charge, � is effective dielectric constant at the surface, r is the distance

between DBs and ��� is the Thomas-Fermi screening length. From the fit (black dashed line, Fig.
2s), � and ��� were extracted to be 5.6 and 5 nm, respectively. We note that without factoring in

the screening effect, the fit results in a physically invalid negative offset energy (grey dashed line,
Fig. 2s).
Figure 2 summarizes the underlying principles of our approach, where we define the two
biased configurations of the pair as two binary states. By creating larger ensembles, more complex
functionality can be achieved. We now provide two additional examples: a binary wire and a
logical OR gate.
Figure 3 demonstrates that the electrostatically determined binary state of a DB pair can be
extended over a line formed of many paired DBs. Figure 3a shows an STM image of a wire
constructed from eight pairs, with a lone perturber (red marker) on its right. The constant-height
Δf image below (Fig. 3b) shows that the perturber tips the eight pairs to the left. In Fig. 3c, an
additional DB is patterned next to the red DB so that it forms a ninth pair. The Δf image (Fig. 3d)
demonstrates that such an ensemble, lacking a perturbing electrostatic input becomes selfpolarized, with the pairs on either side of its midpoint adopting opposite polarizations (division
indicated by the purple dashed line). In Fig. 3e,f a new perturber on the left side of the ensemble,
reversing the state. The sequence of images in Fig. 3 demonstrates the basis for a binary wire.
Because we are limited at this point to negative charges as inputs, we are restricted to
demonstrating the two states of the wire by “pushing” with charges from an input placed at one
end of the line or the other. The fixed perturbing charges used in this work are stand-ins for
eventual analog wires, with which we anticipate being able to directly electrically control the
devices.

7

Figure 4 shows a logical OR gate can also be achieved through a 2-dimensional
arrangement of DB pairs. The gate is composed of three pairs of DBs arranged in a “Y” (Fig. 4a,b).
We define the two top-most branches as the gate’s inputs, and the lower branch as its output. In
the absence of perturbers, the mutual electrostatic repulsion among the electrons within the pairs
causes the electrons to localize to the outermost DBs. We define the output state of the gate by
only considering the lowermost DB of the output branch (indicated by the red line in the Δf
images), regardless of the occupation of the other DB. The addition of a perturber below the output
branch (Fig. 4d) reverses the output’s state and initializes the gate (Fig. 4e-f). In this case we define
the neutral state to be 0 and the negatively charged state to be 1, such that the first row of the truth
table for the OR gate (Fig. 4c) is established. When a perturber is placed at either of the input
branches (Fig. 4g-i, j-l) or both (Fig. 4m-l) the effect of the perturber below the output branch is
overcome, enforcing an output of 1 at the designated output DB. Together these configurations
satisfy the remaining rows of the truth table.
Continuing efforts will provide a path for large-scale automated patterning and
environmental protection through encapsulation 48,49, with variants of the atomic ensembles shown
here enabling logical NOT, AND, and fan-out structures. Read-out and connection to outside
circuitry can perhaps be accomplished through atomic wire leads
quantum point contacts

17,54

50

connected to SETs

51–53

or

. Field controlled computing approaches like ours can, in principle,

operate in a very low power and yet ultra-fast regime. Though detailed studies of power
requirements and speed of operation remain to be done, it is anticipated that the methods outlined
here will be attractive in those regards. Additionally, the room-temperature stability of the DBs,
combined with future encapsulation, will allow patterned structures to be taken out of their
fabrication environment and transported. Though not demonstrated here, prior work indicates that

8

these structures should also function at room temperature
elevated temperatures.

9

13,15

, warranting future experiments at
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Figures and Captions

Figure 1: Probing Charge State Transitions of a Dangling Bond. (a-c) 2×2 nm2 constant
height Δf images of an DB at different bias voltages (zrel = -350 pm, oscillation amplitude = 50
pm, and V = -600 mV (a), V = -300 mV (b), V = 0 V (c)). (d) Frequency shift vs. sample bias
(Δf(V)) measured above the hydrogen-terminated surface (teal curve) and the DB (blue curve)
showing a charge transition step (zrel = ‑350 pm and osc. amplitude = 50 pm, cf. Supp. Fig. 1 for
STM details). Color-matching vertical lines indicate the fixed sample bias the Δf images shown
in (a-c) were taken at. (e) Scan profiles extracted from (a-c) at the dashed lines as indicated. All
scale bars are 1 nm. Green shaded regions I and II denote the negative and neutral charge state
bias regions, respectively. (f) Qualitative band diagram of the tip-sample system when the DB is
negatively charged. The tip Femi level is above the negative to neutral charge transition level
DB(0/-) rendering it doubly occupied. (g) Band diagram when the DB is neutral showing the tip
Fermi level below the DBs charge transition level. Roman numerals in the green shaded regions
(f,g) correlate to the bias regions indicated in the DB’s Δf(V) curve in (d).
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Figure 2: Biasing of Dangling Bond Structures. Filled state STM images of the isolated left
(a), isolated right (d), coupled (g), biased right (j), and biased left (m) DB assemblies (V = -1.8
V, I = 50 pA). Corresponding frequency shift (Δf) images for each case are shown in (b), (e), (h),

12

(k), and (n), respectively (zrel = -350 pm for (b), (e) and zrel = -300 pm for (h),(k), and (n),
oscillation amplitude = 50 pm, V = 0 V). Qualitative potential energy well sketches are included
at the bottom of each Δf panel, and the polarized states in (k,n) have their binary representation
below. Color coded Δf(V) spectra taken on top of the quantum dots in the frequency shift maps
are shown in (c), (f), (i), (l), and (o) (zrel = -300 pm, oscillation amplitude = 50 pm). The charge
transition onset for the isolated DB cases at -135 mV is marked with a vertical dashed line for
reference. (p), (q), and (r) show the DB(0/-) charge transition levels for the isolated, paired, and
perturbed DBs, respectively. Red solid lines are the charge transition level experimentally
measured. Blue lines are the corrected energy level in the absence of any tip-induced band
bending. (s) The electrostatic energy shift of the DB charge transition levels as a function of DB
to DB distance for negatively charged DBs. Fits with and without screening factored in are
plotted.
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Figure 3: Information Transmission through a Dangling Bond Binary Wire. (a) Filled states
STM image and (b) corresponding constant-height Δf image of an eight-pair wire with a nonpaired perturber DB on the right. (c) Symmetric nine-pair wire creating from pairing up the red
perturbing DB in (b). (d) Constant-height Δf image of the nine-pair wire, with symmetry splitting
plane marked by a dashed purple line. (e) STM image of a nine-pair wire after adding a
perturbing DB on the left. (f) Constant-height Δf image showing the wire binary state under the
field of the perturber (red). All STM images were taken at (V = ‑1.7 V, I = 50 pA). All Δf images
are 24×3 nm2 in size and were taken at zero bias with a relative tip elevation of zrel = ‑330 pm
and osc. amplitude = 50 pm. Guides are placed below (b), (d), and (f) to show the location and
bit state of the pairs.
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Figure 4: OR gate Constructed of Dangling Bonds. First row: Constant-current filled state
STM images (V = -1.8 V, I = 50 pA) of the OR gate in various actuation states. Second row:
corresponding constant-height Δf images (V = 0 V, zrel = -350 pm) of the gate, displaying
electron location as the dark depressions, with the output DB marked in red. Bottom row: The
complete truth table of an OR gate (c), with models for the four distinct outputs corresponding to
the gates displayed vertically above them in rows one and two. Scale bars are 2 nm.
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Measurement System Setup: Experiments were carried out using a commercial (ScientaOmicron) qPlus AFM 44 system operating at 4.5 K. Nanonis control electronics and Specs software
were used for both STM and AFM data acquisition. For all constant-height frequency shift images
and the bias-dependent spectroscopy, zrel = 0 p.m corresponds to the relative tip elevation defined
by the STM imaging set points on the site of hydrogen-terminated silicon I = 50 pA and V = -1.8
V. The tuning fork had a resonance frequency of 32.8834450 kHz, with a quality factor of 40,000.
To minimize drift during AFM image acquisition, the tip was left to settle for 12 hours after
approach to allow piezo scanner stabilization. All STM and AFM images are raw data.
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Sample Preparation: Highly arsenic-doped (~1.5×1019 atom.cm-3) Si(100) was used. Sample
preparation involved degassing at ~600oC for 12 hours in ultra-high-vacuum (UHV), followed by
a series of resistive flash anneals reaching 1250oC to remove oxide, and finally holding the Si
substrate at 330oC for two minutes while molecular hydrogen (pressure = 10-6 Torr) was cracked
on a 1600 oC tungsten filament. The series of resistive flash anneals has been shown to reduce
surface dopant density, creating a depletion region ~70 nm below the sample surface with a donor
concentration ~1018 atom.cm-3 41,55.

Tip Preparation: A focused ion beam (FIB) was used to cut a micro-tip from electrochemically
etched 50 µm polycrystalline tungsten wire, then weld it to the end of a qPlus-style AFM sensor
56

. UHV preparation involved having the oxide layer removed by electron bombardment heating

treatments, followed by field evaporation to clean the apex in a field ion microscope (FIM)

57

.

Further sharpening was conducted using a FIM nitrogen etching process to obtain the smallest
possible tip radius of curvature 57. Final in-situ tip processing was done through creation of a bare
silicon patch through tip induced hydrogen desorption, followed by gentle controlled contacts with
the tip on the reactive patch 34.

Creating and Erasing DBs: To create an DB, a sharp artifact-free tip is positioned on top of a
surface hydrogen atom at 1.3 V and 50 pA, and pulses of 2.0-2.5 V for 10 ms are applied until the
hydrogen is removed. Some percentage of the time, the removed single hydrogen atom ends up
functionalizing the tip apex. This functionalized tip can be positioned over a DB and mechanically
bought towards it to induce a covalent bond and passivate it 31,32.
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Further details on Δf(V) Spectroscopy: Supporting Figure S2 reproduces the bias-dependent
frequency shift spectra shown in Fig. 2 of the main text, but with a vertical offset. The vertical
offset allows clear discernment of all features and shifts in the graph for the DB pair (Fig. S2a,b),
the pair biased to the left (Fig. S2d,e), the pair biased to the right (Fig. S2g,h), and the
symmetrically biased pair (Fig. S2j,k). The error to read out the corresponding shifts of the change
transition energies are estimated to ±2 mV.

Pair of two DBs: For both DBs, the charge transition step is observed at -135 mV, identical to the
case of the individual DBs (Fig. 2c,f in the main text). The reason is that only one DB of the pair
can harbor an electron in this voltage range (-135 to 265 mV) and the remaining neutral DB does
not exert any electric field on its neighboring DB. Furthermore, once the negative charge is
localized on one DB, its neighboring DB has its negative to neutral charge transition level
instantaneously shifted upward by the Coulomb field of its charged neighbor above the Fermilevel of the sample. This is qualitatively depicted in Supporting Figure S3b. Assuming the blue
DB is negative in this example case, as the sample bias is increased further past the second step
(≥265 mV), the Fermi level of the tip is raised above the charge transition level DB(0/-) of the teal
DB, which captures an electron and becomes negative too (Fig. S3c). This corresponds to both
DBs being negative, and to the second step in the Δf(V) spectrum at ~+265 mV in Supporting
Figure S2c. Both DBs can also be made neutral by reducing the sample bias to bring the tip Fermi
level below the charge transition levels for both DBs, as shown in Fig. S3a.

One DB Perturbing a Pair : We next consider the “2+1” experiment with a single negative DB
perturbing a pair as shown in Figs. 2j-o of the main text. The Δf(V) spectra with added offset are
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reproduced in Supporting Figs. S2b,c. First, we examine the curves for the perturber and the paired
DB furthest from the perturber (orange and dark blue in S2b, red and teal in S2c). In all cases the
sharp charge transition step is observed at approximately -50 mV. Contrasting this with the charge
transition value for a lone DB (-135 mV), it is apparent that an absolute shift of 85 mV occurred.
This shift can be explained by the presence of the negative charge at the perturbing DB (for bias
values between -50 to 395 mV), electrostatically shifting all nearby DB levels. In other words,
referencing specifically S2b, when a Δf(V) spectrum is taken with the tip over the blue DB, the
step is at -50 mV because the far orange perturbing DB is negative and shifts the level 85 mV
closer to zero. The related qualitative band-bending diagram is depicted in Fig. S4b (corresponding
to region II in the reproduced Δf(V) spectra at the bottom). When both orange and blue are negative
(-50 mV to 395 mV), they cause a potential energy increase for the middle teal DB pushing it’s
DB (0/-) level above the sample Fermi level, leaving it neutral. Hence, when taking a Δf(V)
spectrum over the teal DB, the tip level must be swept to ~+395 mV before it can cross the teal’s
DB (0/-) transition level and capture an additional electron to become negative (Fig. S4c). As for
the pair, the tip level can also be swept below the charge transition levels for all three (≤ -50 mV)
rendering them all neutral (Fig. S4a).

Symmetrically Perturbed Pair of DBs: We finally consider the “1+2+1” experiment where the
two close DBs were symmetrically perturbed by two DBs. The “outside” DBs (red and orange
labels, Supporting Figure S2j-l) show a relatively small shift of 22 mV of (0/-) charge transition
levels, due to the distance of 12 lattice sites between the perturbers. Furthermore, the presence of
two negative charges raises the charge transition levels of the inner dots (blue and teal) to +80 mV.
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Details on Tip-induced Band Bending: During AFM imaging, even at zero applied bias, the tip
affects the electrostatic potential and, under certain conditions, the occupation of the DB system.
The effect can be linked to the contact potential difference, whose source is the difference between
the work functions of the tip and the sample. For a tungsten tip, the work function varies with the
crystal orientation and is typically taken to be between 4.5 and 5 eV. For a silicon sample, the
work function varies significantly with doping type and level. For n-type Si at low temperature,
the work function is close to the electron affinity, typically 4.05 eV, being less than this value for
a degenerate sample, and greater for a non-degenerate sample. In our case, for our tungsten tip the
work function was assumed to be 4.5 eV, while for the silicon sample, taking into account the lowtemperature and a surface dopant concentration of 1018 cm-3, it was estimated at 4.1 eV.
This difference in work functions leads to band-bending locally under the tip apex that can
shift the electronic levels of dangling bonds, thereby potentially emptying or filling them. We refer
to the shift as tip induced band bending (TIBB). TIBB is strongest immediately under the tip apex.
For the above quoted work functions, the TIBB is in the upward direction at zero applied bias
voltage, i.e., levels get shifted upward with respect to the sample fermi level EF,sample. While the
contact potential difference is a constant, the TIBB changes with both tip-sample separation, as
well as applied tip-sample bias (See Supporting Figure S5). If an electronic level for a DB is
shifted above EF,sample, then it cannot stay filled (occupied) in electrochemical equilibrium.
The exact value of TIBB depends not only on the contact potential Vc, but also on the
following parameters: sample doping level (Nd), tip-sample bias (Vst), tip shape, apex radius (Rt),
and the distance (height) between the tip and the surface (d). The TIBB in Supporting Figure S5
was calculated using our best estimates for the above parameters. A 3D finite-element Poisson
equation solver was employed to calculate the TIBB using methodology described in reference 58.
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Supporting Figures

Supporting Figure S1: STM characterization of a Dangling Bond. (a) 4×4 nm2 filled states
STM image (V = -1.8 V, I = 50 pA) and (b) 4×4 nm2 empty states STM image (V = 1.3 V, I = 50
pA) of a DB. (c) Tunneling current vs. sample bias (I(V)) spectroscopy plotted in log scale of the
DB (blue curve) and hydrogen-terminated surface (teal curve). Spectroscopy positions indicated
in (a).
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Supporting Figure S2: Frequency Shift Spectroscopy in Dangling Bond Structures. Color
coded spectra from main text Figure 2 reproduced with vertical offsets for the Δf(V) to show key
features for the pair (a-c), left tipped (d-f), right tipped (g-i), and symmetric (j-l) cases (being
STM, constant-height AFM, and vertically offset Δf(V), respectively for each case). The charge
transition onset for the isolated DB cases, taken from the pair in (c), is marked with a vertical
long-dashed line for reference. A short-dashed line, only in (f) and (i), indicates the shifted
charge transition in the presence of one additional charge (the perturber). The finely dotted lines
indicate the charge transition onset for bringing in the second charge to the pair (c) as well as for
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the perturbed dot (f,i) in the presence of the charge of the perturber. In (l), the shifted charge
transition onset of the perturbers in the presence of its symmetric perturbing partner is marked by
a short-dashed line only running over the orange and red spectra. The transition for bringing in
an additional electron for the middle pair is marked by the short-dashed line. STM images in
(a),(d),(g), and (j) were taken with V = -1.8 V, I = 50 pA. The Δf images in (b), (e), (h) and (k)
were taken with zrel = -300 pm, oscillation amplitude = 50 pm, and V=0 V. All Δf(V), were also
taken at zrel = -300 pm and oscillation amplitude = 50 pm (the same as reported in main text
Figure 2).
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Supporting Figure S3: Diagrams for Charge Transitions in a Dangling Bond Pair.
(a) Diagram of the system when both DBs are neutrally charged. The tip is assumed to be
positioned above the dark blue DB. The DB’s negative to neutral charge transition levels are
plotted on the left, and are color coded to the Δf(V) reproduced from main text Figure 2 below.
The Fermi level for tip and sample are given by the dotted lines. The tip Fermi level is below
both charge transition levels, meaning both are singly occupied. This corresponds to region III
for sample bias ≤ less than -116 mV. (b) Diagram for the same system when the sample bias is
between -116mV to 260mV. Only the blue DB is negative. The teal DB is neutral, as its charge
transition level has been shifted above the Fermi level of the sample from the negative charge of
the blue DB. This corresponds to region II in the Δf(V) spectra. (c) Diagram for sample bias
values greater than 260 mV (region I) in the Δf(V) spectrum of two closely spaced DBs where
both are negatively charged. The Fermi level of the tip is now above the negative to neutral
charge transition level DB(0/-) of both DBs, rendering them both negative.
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Supporting Figure S4: Diagrams for Charge Transitions in a Biased Pair of Dangling
Bonds. (a) Diagram of the system when all DBs are neutrally charged. The DB’s negative to
neutral charge transition levels DB(0/-) are color coded to the Δf(V) spectrum at the bottom
reproduced from main text Fig. 2. The Fermi level for tip and sample are given by the dotted
lines. The tip Fermi level is below all charge transition levels, meaning all are singly occupied.
This corresponds to region III for bias ≤ -60 mV. (b) The diagrams for the same system when the
sample bias is decreased to between -60 mV to 377 mV. The perturbing orange DB and blue DB
are both negative, lifting the level for the teal above the Fermi level of the sample and rendering
it neutral. This corresponds to region II in the Δf(V) spectra. (c) Diagrams for sample bias ≥
377mV (region I) in. The Fermi level of the tip is now above charge transition level of all DBs,
rendering them all negative.
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Supporting Figure S5: Calculated Tip-Induced Band Bending as a Function of Height and
Bias. (a) Tip-induced band bending as a function of tip-sample height. No bias is applied
between tip and sample. (b) Tip-induced band bending as a function of sample bias for a fixed
tip-sample separation of 0.4 nm. For both plots, we assumed a donor concentration of 1018 cm-3
at the surface, gradually increasing to 2×1019 cm-3 in the bulk over a range of approximately 100
nm, a work function difference between tip and sample of 0.4 eV, and a tip radius of 10 nm.
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